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Hand pumps continue to be major source of
drinking water in the rural areas of India! We are
glad to showcase the picture of these adorable
kids who just got back from their schools and
are ready to quench their thirst! It was amazing
to know that how these kids are aware that
water is surely a gift to this planet!

Saving the Planet is in Our Hand
Location: India

NUDGE THE STORYTELLER IN YOU
TO SUBMIT A PHOTOGRAPH FROM
YOUR TRAVELS AND WIN A TRIP TO
EXPLORE THE MARVELS OF INDIA.
click here to submit

How many nations can boast of such a heritage and culture like India? A
very few and it started from the Vedic ages. India’s Vedic period was one
of the most influential and prominent in history, especially with regards
to religion, philosophy, knowledge and shaping the heritage and culture
of the entire world.

Vedic India – The Source of Light
and Knowledge
CROSSING CULTURES

If you dig a little deeper into the terrains of ancient India through
manuscripts (of whatever written records available today) you will be
amused to know that the theories and concepts that were introduced
during that time are practically factual even today. The ancient sage,
Maharishi Kanada was a scientist and a philosopher who propounded
the theory of atoms, explained the creation and existence of the
universe before the modern world even raised that question. The
Rishi of ancient time discovered this concept on a spiritual context, he
penned his explanations on the atomic theory of matter in his book in
Sanskrit called “Vaisheshika Sutra” compiled sometime between 6th and
2nd century BCE. He explained that the atomic theory is similar to the
concept of Atman (Soul), and Moksha (liberation from the cycle of birth
and death). Interestingly, with logic and realism, this concludes he was
the one who invented the theory, almost 2500 years before John Dalton.

Today, we are so caught up with the development, capitalism and
commercialisation, leading us to follow a materialistic lifestyle. Evolution
is great for the world and mankind, but somehow it is affecting our
power of wisdom and handling anxiety that arises from the overload
of information in this superficial world. The concept of knowing and
understanding a person has changed, they are judged on the way they
look or the way they speak, rather than their inner beauty and thoughtprocess. If we could just go back and see how beautifully humans were
perceived in every aspect! The Vedic education system gave importance
to knowledge, awakening, humility, modesty and morality, which in the The Father of Plastic Surgery – Sushruta (7th & 6th century BCE)
present world has taken a back seat. Today, we seek knowledge for the
sake of employment, not as the source of light in life or enlightenment. You will be amazed to know, plastic surgery and dental surgery were You
will be amazed to know, plastic surgery and dental surgery were practised
The ancient sages passed on the knowledge of Vedas to worthy students, in India even in the Vedic times, and the students were properly trained
these were not written or recorded but memorised and applied throughout on the models and were expected to study for at least 6 years before
their life to understand the aspects of Vedas. The ancient system of starting with the actual practice. Yes, an Indian Sage, Sushruta invented
education was listening (Shruti), and perception & reflection were and developed surgical procedures in ancient India. The students began
considered the best methods of learning. Lectures, debates, discussions their studies by taking an oath that they would devote themselves to
and sightseeing were the main sources of learning and enlightenment, healing and to do no harm to others, very similar to Hippocratic Oath
and that is one of the reasons you will find negligible written records that doctors take today. His work on Sushruta Samhita (Sushruta's
of Vedic education. The Vedic era was an epitome of development, be Compendium) is considered to be the oldest text in the world on plastic
it physically, mentally, emotionally, medically, scientifically or spiritually. surgery and is highly regarded as one of the “Great Trilogy” of Ayurveda
The intelligence, spiritual and emotional quotient that we seek now and Medicine (other being Charaka Samhita and the Astanga Hridaya, written
is difficult to attain, was attained very easily by the sages and great yogis in Sanskrit over 2,000 years ago.) Sushruta lived in the ancient city of
in the Vedic times.
Kashi, (now known as Varanasi) and worked upon and mastered the
Through self-discipline, self-control and studying Vedas and other aspects surgical methods that are known to the world today. Interestingly, he
of the world, the ultimate aim of the education then was self-realisation. was the first person in human history to suggest that a medical student
That knowledge was real, which led to emancipation- from unreality to should learn about the human body and its organs by dissecting a dead
reality, from darkness to light, from death to immortality, and once you body, which was a big deal in the Vedic times.
are that wise and that enlightened, everything was possible to attain and The Wandering Scholar and the Father of Medicine - Acharya Charak
achieve. Vedas were the source of knowledge, a perspective of looking (300 BC)
at the world through spirituality and divinity. It was an illumination that
changed a person for better! This education system allowed people to Ayurveda is the most ancient and indigenous medical system of India
attain knowledge that changed history and is still considered some of the and according to the available literature, Brahma (the creator) was the
divine source of this science. Acharya Charak was one of the principal
greatest discoveries of the time.
contributors to the ancient art and science of Ayurveda, a system of
Let us bring forward some inventions/discoveries that were already medicine and lifestyle developed in Vedic India. Known as the “Father
there in the Ancient Vedic India before the world woke up to them.
of Medicine”, his work on “Charak Samhita“ is considered as an
encyclopaedia of Ayurveda, which is held in reverence even today.
The inventor of Atomic Theory (600 BCE) - Maharishi Kanada, almost
2500 years before John Dalton
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Aurangabad – The
mystery of Ajanta &
Ellora Caves and beyond
“Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam” is bigger and beyond the
concept of religion that we know today! It is a beautiful
Sanskrit phrase that is found in Maha Upanishad, which
means “the World is One Family”. How fascinating is
that? And India is a perfect example of this metaphor.
An erstwhile dominant classical language of the Indian
subcontinent, Sanskrit became a source of developing
the vocabulary of many dominant languages of the
world especially English, such as ‘Man’ & ‘Mother’
in English, which are derived from words ‘Manu’ &
‘Maathar’ in Sanskrit. It is also related to Greek and
Latin, with similarities in phonetics, grammar, and script,
such as Athene is Ahana (light of daybreak) and Pater
is Pitri (father).) Vedisim or The Vedic religion written
in Sanskrit is beyond the concept of materialism and
defines a way where the main source of life is knowledge.
India is where the oldest religion of the world the Vedic
Religion, originated, and it is also the place where a lot
of world religions including Buddhism, Sikhism, Jainism,
Islam, Hinduism, Zoroastrianism, Christianity and more
either originated or are thriving since time immemorial
in complete harmony with each other. The roots of
some of these religions are so much customary to the
Indian society that some of them can be found displayed
through the cave architectures spread throughout the
length and breadth of India.

The country is a perfect example that shows the many
indigenous and world religions co-existed peacefully.
The world of religion and its widespread knowledge in
India had its impact on almost every sector of human
activity, during those times, including the mural and
miniature painting, temple architecture, sculpture
making and cave architecture. The art forms in India like
Madhubani Paintings, Kalamkari, Miniature Paintings,
and many others have evolved through the Vedic times.
It is interesting to know that the cave architecture here
is based on the religious orientation that has a longlasting effect on the future generation and those places
continue to define the charm and beauty of the heritage
and culture of the country. Cave architecture in India

doesn’t merely define a place, it also tells you a story
about the ancient times, it holds special relevance to its
past. Apart from offering a natural shelter, the caves in
India were regarded as the place of supernatural powers
and spiritual enchantments.
Aurangabad is a place in India that rewrites everything
that we know about the ancient cultures of that region.
Aurangabad offers a rich world of sights, sounds, and
textures, from ancient UNESCO Heritage Sites to markets
filled with beautiful silk items and magnificent handwoven clothes. If you explore the architectural wonders
of the city, you are in for a seamless, stimulating journey
through its architecturally rich past. With a beautiful

blend of history, culture, and nature, the city is or dotted
with a plenitude of ancient and historic monuments. The
quaint city wears a rustic charm of the past and still holds
to its roots. Also known the 'City of Gates', a visit to this
historic and ancient city will take you through the many
different places to visit in Aurangabad which will offer a
vivid glimpse of its golden past.
Ajanta & Ellora Caves
Aurangabad is the tourism capital of Maharashtra and is
home to the mysterious caves of Ajanta and Ellora. The
caves were made with such a degree of expertise and
accuracy that historians believe that this is the perfect
example of advanced ancient technology in India. The 3-D
models of sculptures, the intricate paintings still baffles
historians about the tools and craftsmanship of that era.
The Ajanta Caves are one of the oldest UNESCO World
Heritage Sites in India and the carvings and paintings at
caves date back to the beginning of the era of classical
Indian art. The caves along with the ones in Ellora are
some of the most beautiful caves in India. A 2.5 hours’
drive from the city of Aurangabad will take you to onceforgotten Ajanta caves – rock-cut caves with the finest
examples of Indian paintings dating between the 2nd BCE
to 480 or 650 CE. Discovered amidst overgrown forest
by a British officer, the caves are covered with murals
showcasing the Jataka tales – didactic narratives tinged
with the Buddhist philosophy. For the artists and the
explorer in you, a rich world of iconography awaits you at
Ajanta, and the influences of this school of painting are
also evident in other places across the world, especially
in Sri Lanka and Tibet. An hour away from Aurangabad
the Ellora Caves exert a rare magnetism for travellers.
Built between the 5th and the 10th Century, Ellora caves
are a series of Hindu, Buddhist and Jain temples carved
into the basalt Deccan traps. The numerous caves bear
friezes, carved pillars and inscriptions – and traces of
paintings illustrating mythological characters and events
such as the Indian Epic- Ramayana, and are an affirmation
of the rare skill and the religious harmony of the time.
A UNESCO World Heritage Site, these caves will amaze
you with awe-inspiring construction. It is said that the
Kailasa Temple, one of the most prominent structures
in Ellora, was built using the vertical excavation method
where the builders began from the top of the rock,

working their way downwards and created this splendid
temple complex. However, there is speculation regarding
its construction - usage of only chisels and hammers,
thousands of years ago, couldn’t have created this
extra-ordinary masterpiece, it is almost like some Alien
technology might be behind this intriguing craftsmanship
Aurangabad Caves
Dating back to the 6th and 8th century, the stunning
caves were mostly Buddhist Viharas (shelters) and are
now under the protection of the Archaeological Survey

of India. The Aurangabad Caves are split up into three
separate groups depending on their location. The First
group is Cave 1 to Cave 5, the Second group is Cave 6 to
Cave 9 and the Third group: Cave 10 to Cave 12. The first
two caves have a distance of 500 metres between them,
and the third one is slightly further to the east. Tantric
influences are one of the most striking features of these
caves. Cave number 6 showcases women with exotic
hairstyles and ornamentation and one can notice that
these sculptures are still preserved after so many years.
When you see these elegant sculptures of women in the
caves that were made in the 6th and 8th century, who
can say the fashion was introduced to the world by the
West. A huge Buddha figure and an idol of Ganesh are
also preserved in this cave. Cave number 7 is regarded
to be the most interesting as it has the figures of women
scantily clad and ornately bejewelled are indicative of
the rise of Tantric Buddhism during this period.

Jet Airways may resume operations next
year: Jalan-Kalrock consortium
The consortium of UAEbased
businessman
Murari Lal Jalan and
London's Kalrock Capital
- which has won the bid
to revive Jet Airways - on
06th December said it
expects to start operating the airline by the summer of
2021. The consortium is awaiting the NCLT and other
regulatory approvals, including reinstatement of slots
and bilateral traffic rights by the civil aviation ministry
and Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA). It is
also planning to launch dedicated freighter services once
the carrier takes off the ground again. The committee of
creditors (CoC) has already approved the airline's revival
plan submitted by the consortium in October. Jet Airways
was grounded on April 17 due to liquidity crisis and
subsequently went into administration in June 2019. "As
per the resolution plan, Jet Airways intends to operate
all of its historic domestic slots in India and restart
international operations. The Jet 2.0 program is aimed
at reviving the past glory of Jet Airways, with a fresh set
of processes and systems to ensure greater efficiency
and productivity across all routes. "If everything goes as
per plan and the Consortium receives the NCLT (National
Company Law Tribunal) and regulatory approvals on
time, Jet Airways would be back in the skies by the
Summer of 2021," the consortium said in a release. It
had evaluated the option of starting a new airline but
some of the inherent strengths of Jet Airways like the
optimal flight slots, brand value and reputation for bestin-class inflight service and safety, giving Jet 2.0 an edge
over others, were too tempting to resist, the release
added. The consortium has decided that it would be
advantageous to re-energise and start Jet Airways on a

clean slate with an established brand, it said, adding the
vision is to regain the lost ground, set new benchmarks
for the airline industry with the tag of being the best
corporate full-service airline operating on domestic and
international routes. "Jet Airways has been a brand with
a glorious history of over 25 years, and it is the vision of
the Consortium to put Jet Airways back in the skies at the
earliest opportunity. We aim to re-energise the brand
by infusing energy, warmth, and vibrancy into it while
making it bigger and better," Manoj Narender Madnani,
Board Member of Jalan Kalrock Consortium, said. Over
the years, the brand has created loyal customers and
the consortium wish to bring in freshness by adding
value - an Indian brand with a global outlook, he said,
adding "with the revival of Jet Airways, it will restore the
confidence among the Jet customers to fly again and
experience its world-class facilities". The Jet 2.0 hubs
will remain in Delhi, Mumbai and Bengaluru like before
as the revival plan proposes to support tier 2 and tier
3 cities by creating sub-hubs in such cities. This would
boost the economy in these cities, help Jet Airways stand
back on its feet fast and support the overall vision of
the government to promote aviation business through
tier 2 tier 3 cities in India, the release said. Besides, the
consortium's is also planning to increase cargo services
to include dedicated freighter service, a market currently
under-served by any Indian carrier, the release said,
adding given India's position as a leading centre for
global vaccine manufacture, cargo services have never
been more required. The aviation sector was deeply hit
by COVID-19, but that helped the sector as it underwent
substantial correction and created that opportune time
for the consortium members to enter the sector, as per
the release. The consortium's biggest strength is human
capital, and it is putting together the best of aviation
professionals with Global experience for running and
managing the operations of Jet 2.0, it added.

Gwalior, Orchha in UNESCO world
heritage cities list: MP Govt.
The historical fort cities of Gwalior and Orchha in Madhya
Pradesh have been included in the list of UNESCO's world
heritage cities under its urban landscape city programme,

according to the state
government. An official of
the government's public
relations
department
on 06th December said
tourism experts have
termed the inclusion as
a major achievement for the state. The United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO),
an agency of the United Nations, aims at promoting world
peace and security through international cooperation
in education, the sciences, and culture. "After getting
included in the heritage city list, the face of Gwalior and
Orchha will totally change and UNESCO along with the
state tourism department will make a master plan for
the beautification of the two places, the official said. A
UNESCO team will visit the state next year and after having
a look at the heritage properties will prepare a master
plan for their development and conservation, he said.
"The project will prove to be an example for South Asia.
Under the plan, UNESCO will suggest best measures and
resources for the development of these places under the
Historic Urban Landscape recommendations, the official
said. Gwalior was established in 9th century and ruled
by Gurjar Pratihar Rajvansh, Tomar, Baghel Kachvaho
and Scindias. The memorabilia left by them is found in
abundance in memorials, forts and palaces in the area.
Gwalior is known for its palaces and temples, including
the intricately carved Sas Bahu Ka Mandir temple. The
Gwalior Fort occupies a sandstone plateau overlooking
the city and is accessed via a winding road lined with
sacred Jain statues. Within the forts high walls is the
15th-century Gujari Mahal Palace, now an archaeological
museum. Orchha is is popular for its temples and palaces
and was the capital of the Bundela kingdom in the 16th
century. The famous spots in the town are Raj Mahal,
Jehangir Mahal, Ramraja Temple, Rai Praveen Mahal, and
Laxminarayan Mandir, the official said. After inclusion
in the World Heritage City list, chemical treatment of
historic spots like Mansingh Palace, Gujri Mahal and
Sahastrabahu Temple will be done so that art inscribed on
them will become more visible, the official said. Guards
will be posted at these places to welcome tourists as per
the Indian traditions, he said.

Hornbill Festival hosted virtually for
maiden time
Globally acclaimed the
annual 10-day Hornbill
Festival of Nagaland was
celebrated virtually for
the maiden time from
December 1. Also known
as the 'Festival of festivals,
the occasion attracts the participation of 16 Naga tribes.
This time, the festivities were streamed online. Like the
earlier years, the festival was held in the 'Naga Heritage
Village' at Kisama near Kohima. Chief Minister of
Nagaland, Neiphiu Rio, greeted and welcomed everyone
to the occasion of Hornbill Festival. He pointed out
that the 'Hornbill Festival' is the flagship tourism event
of Nagaland and has emerged as an internationally
acclaimed global festival. Rio also praised the festival as
unique and like no other festival anywhere else. "The
festival is a celebration of the Naga tribal way of life, an
extravaganza of our rich cultural heritage, that showcases
the energy and vibrancy of Naga youth," he stated. The
Hornbill Festival has successfully propelled Nagaland's
emerging soft power into the global stage, where every
Naga is stakeholders of the selling of their own raw
products. The Hornbill festival also signifies unity and
oneness in all aspects while exemplifying the vast cultural
heritage and potential of the Naga youths through the
festival. Most of the events are conceptualised, curated
and implemented by young entrepreneurs, event
management groups, innovators and non-government
organisations that create a 100-crore plus Hornbill
economy which generates more than 8000 jobs and is
home to more than 500 events held across six districts
of the State. As COVID-19 has created a new normal in
the country, Rio said that they are rewriting the tourism
script by aligning the industry to the changing dynamics.

Nepal has gradually reopening restricted
tourism activities
In order to revive the
enervated
tourism
industry in Nepal the
government has been
gradually
reopening
restricted
tourism
activities, although the
risk of infection has not
decreased across the country. Kathmandu has been
the hot spot of the virus for a few months now, but the
good news is that the rest of the country is very safe,
especially the mountains and the Himalayas, and that
opens up doors to the trekking and mountaineering in
the country. According to Trekking Agencies Association
of Nepal and Agents on the ground, there are currently,
more than 25 popular trekking routes in Nepal which
are open for tourists - international including domestic
which are currently trekked by them.
The routes which one can trek and are open are as
follows:
· Kanchenjunga
· Everest Base Camp
· Mardi Himal
· Manang
· Mustang
· Dolpa
· Humla
· Manaslu
· Helambu
· Ruby Valley
· Gosaikunda
· Timbung Pokhari Trek

· Mardi Himal Trek
· Dolpo Phoksundo Trek
· Panchpokhari Trek
· Manaslu
· Helambu, Ama Yangri
· Makalu Varun Trek
· Rara National park
· Kanchanjunga Base Camp
· Khatpad national park
· Bardia National park
· Chitwan National park
· Dhorpatan national park
· Limi Valley
· Everest Base Camp Trek
· Pikey Peak Base Camp Trekking

restrictions by mid-May. Although there were plans to start
operating the international flights by the end of August,
the COVID-19 cases in other countries were witnessing a
surge, which lead to stalling of the plans further. Sri Lanka
was hit by a second wave of Coronavirus in October.
Earlier, the Sri Lankan Government also postponed all
repatriation flights after a COVID-19 cluster was detected
at a garment manufacturing facility in Gampaha district.
However, the Foreign Ministry on COVID-19 Action and
Director General East Asia stated that around 40000
stranded Sri Lankan citizens from 122 counties have
returned to the country so far. With the restart of
international flights, Sri Lanka will also be gearing up to
welcome foreign tourists soon, with all safety measures
in place. Speaking on similar lines, Minister of Tourism
Prasanna Ranatunga said that Sri Lanka should consider
opening airports for tourism when the United States and
Europe start initiating the COVID vaccination process.

Apart from the routes listed above, there are countless
routes that you can trek to ease your thirst of hiking.
There are a few routes that are closed by the local bodies,
apart from that all routes in Nepal are open. In all cases,
a -ve PCR report is recommended to be carried as some
areas need it mandatorily. The quarantine is only needed
when you land at the TIA airport and once you complete
the quarantine it is then not needed again to commence
trekking. However, Trekking Permits are mandatory for
all areas.

Mount Everest, world's tallest peak, grows
taller

Sri Lanka all set to resume international
flights from December 26
Sri Lanka is all set to resume international flights
from December 26. It has been after a hiatus of eight
months as flight operations were closed in the wake of
COVID-19 pandemic. Referring to this, the Civil Aviation
Authority of Sri Lanka (CAASL) stated that it would be
issuing directives for the travel industry regarding the
opening of Sri Lanka's airspace for charter flights and
commercial flights operations. Reportedly, Sri Lanka's
two international airports have been closed since midMarch, when the country went into a lockdown to tackle
Coronavirus spread. The nation gradually started lifting

Mount Everest, the tallest
peak in the world, has
grown taller by 86 cm. The
peak was pegged at 8848
m previously, and now
measures 8848.86 m. The
announcement has been
made by Nepal and China, after the mountain was remeasured. It now stands 86 cm higher than the previous
official figures by Nepal and four metres above China's
official figure. The new figures have been released after
six decades when India conducted a survey to measure
the peak. It was in 1954 that the Survey of India undertook
the task and conducted the measurement. The new
figure has been announced by officials from governments
from both the countries, also stating that the peak is a
symbol of eternal friendship between the two nations.
The declaration also ends the tussle between Nepal and
China on the issue. The ambiguity goes back in history,
when a survey was conducted by British surveyors from
India. Mount Everest stays as the world's tallest peak,
followed by K2 (India), Kanchenjunga (India and Nepal),

Lhotse (Nepal-China), Makalu (Nepal-China). Other
prominent peaks in the list are Dhualagiri, Manaslu,
Nanga Parbat, Annapurna and more. The decision to
re-measure the peak was taken by the government of
Nepal, as prominent geologists were of the view that
there might be a change in the height of the peak after
2015's devastating earthquake in Nepal.

Himalayan Serow, rare goat-like antelope,
spotted in Spiti Valley, India
Himalayan Serow, a goat
antelope that is rarely
spotted, has been sighted
by the state wing of
Himachal Pradesh in the
state's remote Spiti Valley.
This rare species has been
spotted for the first time as per the reports. Reportedly,
this endangered medium-sized goat like antelope has
been spotted at Hurling village in Spiti Valley. Reportedly,
this rare species of goat-like antelope had almost
disappeared from the region. Its recent sighting has
brought much delight to wildlife officials. The officials
have also captured the rare animal movement in the
camera, with footage of the animal grazing near a stream.
The antelope, however, fled as soon as it sensed human
movement. The Himalayan Serow is already included
under the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972. Its hunting is
also prohibited, and is listed among the rare species by
the International Union for Conservation for Nature.
The onlookers described it as an extremely shy animal,
and informed that its sighting is possible only when it
migrates to lower elevations. Reports state that officials
had been instructed to maintain a strict watch on the
endangered animal, and keep a check on any potential
threats. As per the records, the Himalayan Serow was
last spotted in 2018. Referring to its latest sighting,
the wildlife department is enthralled to note that it is
surviving in the area. Referring to this, Archana Sharma,
Principal Chief Conservator, Wildlife Department, stated
that it is certainly an encouraging thing, and that they
will keep a tab on its sighting in the Spiti region.

Dear Partners,
We strive to bring you closer to the culture and heritage of India during your travel and offer you a glimpse of the country’s most authentic aspects of way of life in
the Indian Sub-continent. The best way to learn about India’s beautiful heritage and culture is by taking a walk through the past, starting from the Vedic Era of the
country, which shaped the cultures and principles of not only India but the world in many different ways. It is amazing to know that the concept of time in the Vedic
Era is an intriguing and astonishing theory that even surpasses the modern science. From the ancient time, Indians has been measuring time from the largest
possible notion to the smallest measurable unit, which is called Paramanu that is all recorded and still used as a base for few theories. For example – they used
‘truti’ as the basic unit. Truti is the time taken for a needle to prick a lotus leaf.
60 truti = 1 prana (1 inhale + 1 exhale = 1 prana) and 6 pranas = 1 vinadi.
Vedic astronomy give a very detailed division of the time upto the lowest sub division level of praņa (respiration), a time lapse of four seconds.
1 paramanu = 60,750th of a second, 1 truţi = 9.6296 microseconds, 1 tatpara = 2.96296 milliseconds, 1 nimesha = 88.889 milliseconds, 45 nimesha = 1 prāņa 4 seconds.
As the faiths and religions in the country evolved, Buddhism was wide spread in the prominent parts of India and they wanted to grow more. In Buddhism, the
tradition of group chanting for devotional and ceremonial events goes back to ancient India. Chanting is an important part of a group activity which leads to
tranquillity and communicates the Buddhist teachings. Now the question was, where could they do all this? One of first wood huts were built, but it didn’t proved
to be a feasible option. The idea of caves popped in, and not just the damp ones. The caves were made into a beautiful abode, Vihara (monastery) were built where
they could hold meetings and Chaitya (shrine or a temple) were made where they would worship and meditate. The best early examples of this are the Karla and
Bhaja Caves in Maharashtra built in the 2nd century BC. The caves are imitation of wooden architecture, with a vaulted horseshoe ceiling. It is intriguing how the
wooden rafters were used on stone carvings not for any purpose of supporting the ceiling but as a part of aesthetic. The caves are one of its kind with features like
semi-circular sun window filtering light towards a stupa protected by a carved wooden umbrella, the only remaining example of its kind. It is a wonder to explore and
a great way to take a plunge into this side of ancient India. Buddha always pleased that, after his death, no leader was to be chosen to lead anything like a school.
After the demise of Buddha, his disciple decided to split Buddhism into Hinayana and Mahayana. Hinayana who worshiped Buddha as a symbol such as Paduka (holy
feet), Lotus Flower or Stupa, and Mahayana celebrated and worshiped Buddha as their God. Bhaja Caves is one of the best examples of Hinayana cave converted
into Mahayana cave. Most of the caves in early ancient India were of Hinayana Buddhism, but as Mahayana gained importance and became more powerful,
some of them were converted into Mahayana. And that is what you see in Ajanta and Ellora Caves. Oh, what a wonder these caves are! It is a delight to explore
Mahayana Caves, as it is more lively, vivid and colourful because of the elegantly carved structures.
One of the most interesting things to explore in the caves of Ajanta are the Jataka stories that are beautifully showcased in the paintings. These majestic paintings
tell you tales of former lives of the Buddha. It concerns the previous births of Gautama Buddha in both human and animal form. Ellora Caves showcases a spirit
of co-existence of three faiths through the excellent architectures; Buddhism, Brahmanism (Vedisim), and Jainism. Built extra-ordinary through alien technology,
which still baffles the historians, the architecture of temples and monuments in Ellora Caves leaves you in awe. It would be a dream project to build Kailasa
Temple for architects today! It is best example of rock-cut architecture in India featuring wonderful workmanship and striking proportions. Craved from a single,
gigantic and colossal rock face, the Kailasa Temple was carved vertically into tough basalt of the Sahyadri Hills with little more than just hammers and chisels.
World’s largest monolithic structure carved from one piece of rock, it is so fascinating how one temple was carved out of a mountain, stone by stone, ton by ton
until 200,000 tons were extracted in no more than two decades to give the image of what is now the ancient Kailasa Temple in Maharashtra. The Kailasa Temple
is decorated with some of the boldest and finest sculptural compositions to be found in the country, and the sculpture depicting Ravana attempting to lift Mount
Kailasa, the abode of Siva, is especially noteworthy. The entrance to the temple courtyard features a low gopuram. Most of the deities at the left of the entrance
are Shaivaite (affiliated with Shiva) while on the right hand side the deities are Vaishnavaites (affiliated with Vishnu). A two-storeyed gateway opens to reveal a
U-shaped courtyard, which is so majestic and can be seen from miles away! These caves sure serve as a window to ancient India, its heritage, culture, lifestyle and
religion. When the good times to travel are back, we invite you to explore the wonders and heritage of India that will surely leave you with joy and happiness!

Sunirmol Ghosh

r e c i p e
of the month
The Scrumptious Recipe of Paneer
Tikki (Cottage Cheese)

Tikki are among most popular street food in India.
And surprisingly, it is easy and quick to make!
Grate potatoes, add Paneer, flour, salt, pepper, green
chillies and Basil and mash well till smooth and is
dough like. Form into flat rounds (grease your hands
if it sticks).
Heat a thin layer of oil in a non-stick frying pan. Fry
the rounds over medium heat, till crisp and brown on
both sides. Add oil if required!
Serve hot with Coriander and mint chutney!

